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The cumnt-voltage (IV) characteristic of 
a charged object in the wake of another, 
larger bcdy in Low Eanh Orbit (LEO) is an 
issue that is relevant to spacecraft design and 
operation. Deep in the wake of a platform 
that is possibly thousands of Dcbye lengths 
across, the plasma density and cumnu will 
be reduced to a fraction of their values in the 
ambient sacam m a ~ g  conditions wherr: 
high voltage power cquipmnt could be 
hidden h m  the plasm or an astronaut on 
EVA in polar orbit might become charged by 
aurod electrons. The wake charging 
problem, as it is called, is &fficult ta analyze 
because plasma cumnu will =main small 
until the object potential is sufficient to pull 
charged particles from the dense plasma 
s m m  moss  an ion void and, in thc case of 
ion collecaon, overcome 3 siplficmt mgular 
momentum barrier. The wake charging 

problem has received some attention to date, 
( Jongewd 1986) but tfie use of the 
thewedcd tools used in that study was 
somewhat idealized, and no in-sinr 
measurements were available to validate the 
predictions. 

We have begun a series of laboratory 
experiments to study the wake charging of a 
very negaavely biased body. La the present 
expcrimen~ an ion thruster is used to produce 
a flowing plasma in a large vacuum chamber. 
A 10 cm diiuneter aluminum disk is inserted 
into this plasma to produce a wake. A 
smaller sphericd pro& is mounted on an XY 
uble and inserud into the disk's wake where 
its (ion) IV characteristic can be measured as 
a function of locadon and potential. This 
"small berun in a large chamber" approach is 
adopted to minimize the effects of charge 
exchange ions and the chamber walls. 



A common and reasonable goal of a 
laboratory plasma simulation is to provide 
scientific urd engineering data that can bc 
scaled to space. That son of approach is 
limited in this problem becauc of the size of 
the pararnttcr space that dtrtnnints the 
cumnt. I .  The minimum s t t  of 
dimensionless parameters arc expressed, 

where O = eV/kT, c is tht elccm,n charge, k 
is Boltzmn's constan& T is the plasma 
tempenture. V is the potenrid on both the 
disk Vd and the probe V p .  and 
M = Velocity l is the ion Mach 
speed of rhc flow. The R 's arc radii of the 
disk and probe normalittd by the Debye 
length. AD = e d m <  and DN=dAD is 
rhe n o m a l i d  stpantion dircance. 
Cerwinly, if this list is complete. and each of 
the prmcttn are identical between two 
configundons, the currents should scale as 
well. Less trivial is the son of scaling whcn 
one asks ''how doa this scale with dux?", 
which is equivalent to knowing the physical 
law relating this lurd char, but with a 
minimum of 6 parameters, such laws art 
actually large families of relations that wouId 
be difficult to use even if known One way to 
enhance the scalability of the lrboratory 
nsulu is to &develop and/or apply a suicable 
computer model that cur reproduce the 
kb?l .lory resulu, and provide predictions 
for problem chat are not panmcaicdy 
identical to what was studied in rhc lab. 

The Air Force Geophysics hboratory 
has a 3D compuur code. POLAR (Potential 
of Luge 0 bjecu in the A uronl R egion: 
Cook, 1985) to address this ,and other LEO 
spacecdt-pluma intcmctions. POUR is a 
Poisson-Vlasov code that was written to 
model the inunctions of large spacecraft 
wirh the LEO plasma and is somewhat 
specific to the space environment. P O U R  
can accept chiunkr plasma p;lr;lmctcn. but 

m o t  account for many other diffennces 
bctwan chamber urd space conditions, such 
as ion beam anisouopy and divergence. and 
rhcrnrtekcuic (wall) effects. 

A second computer code. MACH, has 
atso been useful in this investigation. 
MACH (M e s o t h e d  A uroral CH xging: 
Tau@ 1987) k a [ZD-3V] 3xisymmcmc 
program rhat can perfom both chamber and 
space simulations with an approach that 
differs sigdicantly from POLAR. 

In this paper, we describe the laboratory 
experiment and compare our results wirh 
both the MACH and the POLAR coder. We 
have found reasonable agreement in t)le 
resulu of the expcrimcntal and two 
numerical. simulations. MACH produced a 
close match on saucture of both 'ambient' 
and the high pountial region close KO be  
prok. POLAR'S prcdicud cumnt-volrage 
curve for tk probe reproduces many of the 
curve characuiistics. Ihert does, however. 
appear to be secondary cumnt effect, that 
neirha code predictcc 

Our experiments were performed in r 
large cylindrical vacuum chamber with a 
diameter of 1.7m and a length of 1.71~ An 
ion gun (a three-grid lhufrmn Ihwter) 
produces a flowing Argon plasma into which 
an aluminum disk of radius b = 10 cm is 
insend A stainless sue1 spherical prok 
with radius a = 0.5 cm is placed behind tht 
disk along the axis of the disk and the ion 
gun. The separation bcween the ion gun and 
the disk is approximtely 35 to 40 cm while 
the separation between the disk and h e  
spherical probe can be varied fmm 1 to 
1Scm. The configuration of the chiunber 
simulation viewed from the top and the side, 
u dcpicrcd in Fig. 1. 



top view 

ride view 

Figure I .  Conj'igwarion of the Chamber 
simulation 

Various Langmuir probes. emissive 
probcs and retarding pitenrial analyztn 
(RPA's) can be mounted on a XYZ uble to 
perform thru dimensional mapping of 
electron and ion cumnt densities, 
temptrams. and plasm potential For the 
ion cumnt collection cxpcrimn~ singly 
charged ions are acceluatcd anoss a IOOV 
net pottnoal drop to produce rhe flowing 
sawn. thca ncuPalited by clccuonr from a 
hot filament located near the last ion 
elcccrode. At a typical ion cumnt of 
I, = 32mA and a neuaaliting electron 
c m n t  of I, = 35 mt , the bc3m energy is 
masurtd by the RPA to be 90cV with a 
rhamal energy width parallel to the beam of 
T,,= 10eV. Thc beam width (FWHM) is 
jOun at .the locadon of the disk and the 
CCUR'~"II~ Tplasma density is 
Np = 10 m . Lsmg chis density and the 
TI,= lOeV produces a Debye length. 
X, = 0.2 cm . making tht disk about 42 lo 
across. The background pressure of the 
chiuutnx is a d y  in the lo-'  om m g c  
a d  incrrascs to 1 to 2x loa Tort when the 
ion gun is operated. Less than one percent of 
the ion species are found to be charge 
exchange cold ions with urnpc~rurc less 
than 1 cV. The cltcmn temperature is in the 
range of 5 .- 8 e V ,  and rhe ion Mach number, 
M 2: 3. Nzar the beam nnrcr, tht average 
plasma poundal is 2 to 4 volu above ground 
whlch is in agreement with thc pisma 
potenrial distributions &ulated by the 
MACH code (rte secaon Vf ). 

In the present cxpcrimcnt. the sphere is 
biascd from V,= 0 to -10kV and the 
collected ion currcnt is measured with the 
circuit shown in Fig. 2. A current Limiting 
nsistor R = 1MW is cruploycd in the circuit 
to prevent clmnt run away at high negative 
volugc with unexpected pressure rise due to 
arcing. The value of the crmen: hitin:: 
xsistor is chosen so Ihar the I-V curve will 



not be distorted at its high-current end phenomenon and not an.artifact due to the 
limiting mistor. The ion cumnt increases 
almost vemcdly at -2.5kV when the 
openring neunal  press^ is increased to 
2r 10-'wrr. At such high prcssur,, rhc high 
voltage can product signrfieant ionization 
which I d s  to current run away. 

Upon cvcful examination of data such as 
Fig. 3, the following phenomna were 
observed: (1) There is a threshold voltage, 
V, , at which a rapid -ul~ea~t of ion m n t  
to the sphere is observed; (2) V,  increases as 
the separation. d. between thc disk and the 
sphere dtcnases (e.g. V, =-2.2kV at 
d =2cm and V ,  =-1.6kV at d = IOan); 
and (3) The magnitude of collected ion 
current increases as d increases. 

1.6 L. 
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Figure 2 .  Sckmanmanc for Current Collection 
in t k  Wake 

An emissive p m k  is used to measure the 
pIasma potential around the charged ~ & I C  

and in the wake of the dish. A small tungsten 
f i n t  (1 mil in diamtter ) is heated to 
emission with a current of approximately 
3 mA . A sweep generator b then w d  u, vary 
the 6lamcnt bias over a range from -30 to 
3OV. Whcn the pmbc is biased mat 
negaavely than the plasma potential, the 
probe will emit This emission can be 
detected by measuring rhc voltage amou a 
rrsistm to ground As tht bias volage is 
swept from negative u, posirivt, the emission 
will approach zero at the plasma potential. 
Using this techruque, the potential around the 
charged sphere is measured with an error of 
f 0.2 V .  The probe has a spaad resolution of 
0.5 cm . 

In Fig. 3, we show the ion current 
collected by the sphere ns a function of the 
sphere bias voltage when the sphere is at J 

disonco of 2.4 and 10 cm b c h d  the disk 
which is at ground potenad. The cumnt 
sanuadon at high bias volwges is a red 

Another obscrvaaon, not obvious firom 
Fig. 3, b an ion :mn t  rclaxaeicla at 
successive sphere voltage steps, the 
re1ur;ltion time to being typically a few 
minuus. The data presented in Fig. 3 is 
obtained by waiting 10 minuus krween each 
voltage step. Dau obtained in chis fashion 
was reproducible from day to day yd with 
only minor v&tions up to 3 few months 
during the course of this cxpmcncnt 



Homwr, swept I-V c w e s  with each volage 
step taken less than a few minutes apart (as 
in the case of a s p a  expcrimcnt) may be 
problemadc in the high voltage regime. TIe 
cumnt fluctuations may be a result of 
reaching equilibrium between various 
processes (e.g. stcondvy electron emission, 
sputtering and of outgassing From the surface 
of the sphtrt) as the voltage increases by 20 
to 50 V (a typical voltage sup in our 
acperimcnt). It may also be affected by the 
high voltage sheah capacitance in series with 
the cuxrcnt collecdng circuit and Lhe limiting 
rtsistor, R . 

The collccdon of ions in thc wake of a 
small objccr as shown in Fig. 3, can be 
undenlood by studying the high voltage 
rhe;uh in rhc wake of the disk In Fig. 4, we 
.,.ow the rhrte-dimensional plasma poundal 
con- in the wake when d = Scm and the 
biu voltage on the sphere u -5kV. Because 
of thc suong potential gradient near the 
sphcn, the approximauly 250 dam points 
wut  talrtn with as fine a spatial resolution as 
possible (33 an). As rhe data was eakcn and 
the potential variation was observed, the 
mesh was varied accordingly. Therefon, 
most of the &t3 points w m  &n near the 
rphae and the disk when the swngcst 
gradients occmd. Homva, when the 
phma  potential was less than -10V, the 
emission of the probe was so suull that 
afcw;lle esdmaus of the potential were 
dif6cul~ In addidon, heacing the probe to 
higher emission greatly reduced h e  probe's 
liferime. Hence, the minimum potential 
measured was -lOV as indicated by the 
inner contour. To insure consisont 
meuurcmcnts, the 6liuncnt cumnt wu held 
constant through the entire data set 

The high voltage sheath is approxim;luly 
spherical and boundcd by the wake of the 
dirk If we assume rhrt the - lOV qui -  
poentid contour repnscnu the sheath edge, 

the sheath thickness (radius) d, incn3ses 
from 2 to 4 cm whcn thc' bias volwge V, 
varies from -1 kV to -5 kV. 

100 
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Figure 4. Meawed Potenrial Conrows for 
-5 KV probe Bias and separation d = 5 em. 
Voltage concow levek ate: 
-10.0 T ,0.0 = 0, 

2.0 = 2 ,3.0 = 3, 
4 0 = 4  

Tht most obvious md significant results 
of the chamber tests is tk observation of a 
sudden onset of ion cumnt colleswn once s 
threshold voltage is anained The magnitude 
of this threshold voltage is seen lo vary with 
the x p d o n  between disk md sphere. 

Our objective in chis experhen4 is to 
understand the magnitude and the 
morphology of the observed EV c w e ,  and 
to validare the computer models. Our 
analysl is based on the presumed interplay 
kwcen thrte effecu: theah formarion in thc 
wake, conservation of angular m m e n m  
within the sheath, and the effect of weak 
non-dial fie16 outside of the sheath. 

The electric ficldr reach samccd 
satngth whcn the thc space charge sheah 



that the probe would a& outside of the 
wake begins to exceed the dimension of the 
wak. We claim that a sheath extending 
beyond the disk is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for the cuntnc collection 
voltage thnsho;b Using the Langmuir- 
Blodgen (Langmuir, 1924) spherical sheath 
model, the sheath thickness can be expressed 
as (Parker, 1980): 

where a = 0.5 cm is the radius of the sphere 
and 

whae dC, is the thickness of the planar 
Child-Lrmgmuir alcarh and AD is the Debye 
length. For our experiment, using 
XD = 0.23 cm and T = TI, = 10 cV gives 
d, = 3.8crn at Vp =-XV, which is a bit less 
than the disk radius b a s a n .  
T = TI, = 10 eV is. however, an ovcrcsdmaoc 
of the appropriate temperam, since at 
Vp < V,, it is T, that specifies the flux inm 
the wake, and for an idealiztd beam, TI can 
be undefined 'Ihe rernpuanve that produces 
d, a b is T = 5.5 eV, which might be 
r r ~ l e .  The value of this portion of our 
analysis is to identify the inuraction of 
sheath and wakc. and wha is required of 
numerical tools to properly account for actual 
configuradons. 

The symmetry of the chamber 
experiment suggesu that consemadon of 
angular momentum will k anorher consPrkrt 
on current cokcdon. ba ing  the &us of 
the disk define a minimum impact panmctcr 
necessary for collection of the soeaming ions 
by the sphere, the angular momentum, Li, of 
ioru rclanvc 10 h e  spher: 1s uutially, 

and ;u the surface. biased to V, 

Setting these equal, conxrvadon q u i r e s  
chat: 

using Eb =%lev, b =5cm,  aaia nO.5cm. 
T%is voltage threshold is signikantlv higher 
than what is measured. Fmhamom, the 
anguiar momennun argument predicts no 
dependence on the separation between rhe 
disk and the sphere. 'h is  Yiscs b r n  rhe 
implicit  sumpt ti on thu the faces wring on 
the ion are spherically d i a l  While this is 
m e  in and near the sheath (that is, for most 
of the timc the ion is accelcnted). it is unaue 
near the edge of the disk where the electric 
field is more cylindrically radial as can seen 
in Fig. 4, and 9. The elccuic field s a c w e  is 
such ttrat an ion pasring near the edge of dre 
disk will k subjcctcd to an impulse directed 
cylindrically radially inward Suppose b t  
an ion is anncd rhough an angle 8 at the 
edge. As Hg. 5 i l l u s ~ s ,  it now approaches 
the sphere with an effective impact 
panmctcr b' that is less than b. This 
effective impact parameter may be shown t 
be: 

Substicudng b' for b in Eq. 8 and solving for 
V Y a function of d gives the results shown 
in Fig. 6, for a =OSm and b = 5cm. 
Qualiadvely, the experiment resulrs arc 
predictat as the separation d inmues, the 
durshold voltage decreases. 



inruacdon region is L, rht angular deflection 
is given by 

Figure 6. Calclrlated Tiushold Voltoge 
Versus P r o k  Sepo1011~0n 

'Ihe measured threshold voltages an also 
indicated on the figure. The masuremenu 
indicate that if the moditid angular 
momenam criterion is corrrct the dcflecnon 
of the ions at the e d p  must be krween 
a p ~ u u u l y  10 jnd 25 degrees. We check 
this by &g the assumption that the 
elccuic &Id near  he edge of the disk is on 
the order of kTAIe lo .  Applying a dmc of 
fight uulysu ,  when rhe length of the 

Using XD=023cm,  kTLlc=4V. 
Eb 90 eV and L d c m ,  Eq. 10 predicts 
e=m. 

The angular momwraun aiurion 
pmvides anorher necessary but not sufkknt 
bound on the threshold voluge nquirrd to 
amact ions to a small body in the wake of a 
larger body. Tbc cumat cokcxion is 
however. quite sensitive o the details of the 
dcld strucnuc, especially near the edge of the 
shvlowing body. 

V. Enhanced Secondary Emivwn 

Thc magnitude of rhe ion current 
collecttd by the sphere would a h  &pad on 
sevenl atomic processes omrrring on the 
surface of thC sphue. The &st pr#.eu is the 
spunering of the surface by the enagetic 
ions. Since the the sphtre is biased at very 
negative potential. sputtered ions a back 
scamxed ions off b e  sphere would be 
replied back to the sphcn by the ion sheath. 
The second process ic, cmissioa of xcoadary 
clecuoru and negadve ions which enhance 
the current to the sphert. 

Enhanced secondary emission has been 
obscmcd from a strongly negatively biased 
xphm inserted in an ion k;un RLuxwx~y 
mulu indicate that this emission may 
inmu the apparent ion current collecud by 
the sphere by a factor of 2 - 3. 

Tbc cnhmccd secondary current was 
observed by placing in a bevn plum the 
same suinlcss steel sphere (0.5 cm d u s )  as 
was used in wake experiment just dcscribcd. 
For ttus mcvurcmcnt, Ihc sphere was 



surrounded with a grounded spherical w in  
meoh, having a d u o  of 4.0 c m  The wire 
mesh ensured that the ion flux being 
accelaated into the negatively biased sphere 
was constant and independent of the bias 
voltage. In this con!igur;rtion, the sphere was 
b W  over the same range of negative 
portndai as kforr. and current recorded 
This current is the sum of the kun ion 
cumnt and any secondary cumnts k ing 
emitted by the sphere or mesh. Fig 7. shows 
the amount of current collecud by the sphere 
as a function of the bias voltage. It can be 
seen that the current rapidly rises for low bias 
voltages rises more slowly just past -500 V, 
but r k s  mart rapidly again at bias voltage 
p a c e r  chan -2000 V. This cumnt pro& is 
consistent with the picnut of kun ion 
cumnt saturating new -500 V. and a 
sccondaty process providing cumnt 
enhlurement for mon negaave voltage. For 
bias potentids above -2000 V thc rapid 
increase in the current collection would seem 
anomalous since all ions YC already king 
collected by thc biased sphere and the 
grounded spherical wire mesh prevents tk 
expansion of the ion collection sheath 

In order to ascertain that this increase in 
current is due to the emission of secondary 
particles. a gridded pardcle encrgy analyzer 
was placed at a radius of 5.4 cm &om the 
biased sphere and looking radially inward 
The energy analyzer war biased to reject all 
ions and e1uxmn.s with an encrgy of leu than 
70 eV, which is higher than the beam energy 
of 20 eV, but less thYl the energy of a 
ncgarive pardcle originacing from the b i d  
sphere surface. It was noted that the amount 
of cumnt collected by the energy analyzer is 
small until the sphere is biased to 
approximately -1500. a f t u  which it incnses 
rapidly. This is rhc samt voltage at which the 
cuntnt o the sphere s u m  to irrcrr~e again. 

By moving the energy analper 
azimuthally around the biased sphez in the 
plane of the beam the total amount of 
sondary  c m n t  can be c d d a m i  This 
amounts to approximately 50% of the total 
cuntnt collected by rhc biased spherr when 
the bias is set at -3000 V. This compares 
favorably with the amount of c m n t  
wrpcctcd if one e x u a p o ~  the sawation 
current of the biased sphere to -4000 V. Both 
of rhcse mesuremenu indicate that the 
secondary cumnt is cocnparable to thc: 
primary ion c w n t  and even exceeds it for 
sphere bias voltages morr negative than 
-4ooo v. 

The energy distribution of the secondary 
particles was also lomured. Fig. 8 shows 

a6Oo- 

i 0.200 . 0 
0 thc amount of current collected by rhe energy 

h 1 . 1 0 3 . '  o o O  analyzer as a function of thc rcpellcr voltage. 
d o 'Ihe sphere bias was set o -4000 V. The 

$mare bier ronope ( k q  4XJO V indicates that all of the piwicks 
coming from the bived sphere have an 
energy of 400 cV. If the ekcuons (or ions) 
wele born anywhere but on the sphere. as in 

Fitwe 7. Mcatucd Spkrr  Cwrcnr Versus the ioniaaon of n e o d  gas in the gap 
Bias Voltage knveen the sphere and mesh, a broader 

panicle energy dismbuaon would ~ s u l t .  
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Figwe 8. Measwed Energy Anaiyscr 
Current Versus Bias Voltage 

Tht andciparcci secondary electron yield 
for ion bombardment of stainless 
(composition uncertain) is about 10 to 2096 
over most of our energy range. The 
spuffering yield, however, of the constituent 
stainless metals under Argon bombardment 
xiscs to values water  than 1 or Z This 
points to spuncring as a possible conaibutor 
to our high secondary current obsewaaons. 
Whether ions or elecuons actually cany the 
secondary current remains to be determined 

VI. T k  MACH Code 

The MACH (Taut& 1987) code, &rived 
h m  the extier program TDWAKE (Parktr, 
1976). solves rhe Poisson-Vluov equations 
~Llconsisuntly on a discrete cylindrical 
(RZ) mesh. MACH solves the Poisson 
quation by simple fins ordtr dizfcrrncing 
and point successivr over relaxation with a 
space chuge iuntion similar to tha of 
POLAR A w e n d  trajectory "hide-out" 
method k used to calculate densities and 
cumnu by employing the result of 
Lioi~vilte's Theorem, "The dismbuaon 
function, f - f (vx), is consmt dong a 
panicle mjectory". Thus we build up and 

i n ~ g n t e  f to obtain densities and higher 
moments at each node in he  grid by tracing 
nverse mjectories to where f is known. 
This makes the specification of charged 
panicle boundary conditions quite mght  
forward. 'Ibis method of obtaining densities 
has a fundamental appeal, since tbtn ye no 
approxhtions beyond collisionless-ncss. 
Then is a presumption of mjccrory 
accuracy, and that f can be sampled with 
sufficient resolution. We haw baa able to 
improve the nsoludon and efficiency of the 
method by employing a velocity space 
toplogy search. VSTS. At each node, 
trajectories axe "hunched* initially at coarse 
intervals. hurvals art repeatedly halved on 
subsequent passes, if inspection off oa the 
pnvious ~terval  indicates that a ngion 
n d  p a t c r  nsoiution. VSTS has 
significantly cxunckd rhe high voltage 
capability of the {nside-out method, however 
velocicy space resolution still scu rhc high 
voltage limits of the mehod 

The wall boundary conditions for the 
chamber simulations are zero potential and 
no emission. ?he ion gun is represented as a 
urn potendad boundary emitting a a drifting 
Maxwellian ion dismbution. Elecmns &om 
the neuaalidng fiiemcnt arc represented by 
an isompic MuwcUian source. All panicles 
incident on the probe. the disk or the wails 
are sssumui ro be absorbed 

Possibly the most fundamental difference 
between chamber and space plasma is the 
elecmn populxion and in pmkular how 
uappcd clccuons arc m>dcled In space, a 
callisionless (Vlasov) plasma has n(e) = n(i). 
and jje) >> jii) whereas our plasm source 
pduces j(e) - j(i) and n(e) << n(i). 
Modeling the plasma with only Vlasov 
clecnons results in violently unphysicd 
space charge insnbllity. MACH has a 
rnppd elecuon model in which the ion 
space charge c r c x c s  ;r potential well for 



electrons, of depth @. Tht code assumes that 
eltcuons scatrcr into this well and csublish 
an isotropic quilibrium. with a fcmpcnrurc 
qua1 to the V h v  electrons. 

For comparison with this experiment 
MACH simulations wert done with the front 
disk at zero po~ndal  and the sphere biased to 
-1, -3 md -5KV. The separation distance 
between the disk and h e  probe was taken to 
be d= 5 cm . The potential contours for the 
-5KV case ;ut shown in Figure 9. It can bc 
seen hat the MACH soluaons and the 
measurements both consist of an 
approximatley spherical region of high 
negative potential centered on the probe 
which decrcves through zero into ngions of 
positive potential when trapped electrons 
balance the source ions. 

0.0 51) 10.0 150 

z 
Figwe 9.  MACH Code S i d a r i o n  of 
Potentials for -5 KV probe Bias and 
separation of d = 5 cm 
Volrage Conrour levels are: 
-10.0 = T , 0.0 = 0, 
2.0 = 2 ,3 .O = 3, 
4.0 = 4 

We have perfonnd expcrirnents and 
Mach simulations of the ion gun plasm 
without the disk or the spherical probe. For 

our bum, both expcrinu~ and simulation 
show a maximurn positive space pountid of 
about 4 Voltr with good agrumtnt on the 
dismbudon of poundal throughout the beam 
rtgion 'Ihis can a h  be obsaved on the 
edges of Figures 4 and 9, although with the 
disk and biased probe, the agreement near the 
probe is not as good as without 

The probe currents predicted by MACH 
arc shown in Fig. 12 'Ihatthtst arc k s  than 
the experimntal or POUR m a t s  is 
expected In the case of the experiment the as 
yet unquyltificd secondary emission effects 
wn l e d  lo a large increases in current and 
secondary emission is not modeled in 
MACH. 

VII. The POLAR Code 

POLAR is a selfconsintnt thr# 
dimensional Poisson-Vl-v code, that 
provides stcdy sute solurions by ita;lring 
between potential (Poisson) and densicy 
(Vlasov) solutions on a cubical mesh. A 
versatile set of building clcmenn cm be 
combined to fom complex objects with a 
variety of surface materials and elecuical 
connections. A surface charging module can 
be added to the iteration 00 provide & 
spacecraft charging response to both mural 
and induced charge driven. Thc Poiuon 
solver uses a finite element conjugate 
w e n t  method, with a unique uchniquc of 
fluring charge densities to suppress grid 
noise. and produce stable solurioat. POLAR 
cdculatts panicle densities by 3 mthal that 
divides space into (one or more) sheatb and 
non-sheath npons sepantcd by a sheath 
edge(s). External to sheath regions, densities 
arc dcunnincd by geomemc n y  cncing with 
first order elccmc field corrccdons. This 
approach has k e n  shown to comctly predict 
wake formtion about the Space Shuttle 
Orbiur (Murphy erd., 1987). Internal to the 



sheath, POLAR a c k s  ions andlor electrons 
to obtain &nsiaes. The POLAR method of 
panicle axking begins at a sheath edgc, 
located as an qui-potential, neu kT. 
External to chis surface the plasm 
distribuaon is presumed to be Maxwcllian 
with possible flow. Assuming 1 spherical r-' 
pountial variation outside of the sheath 
allows one to use the usual constants of 
motion and determine the flux and enay 
velocity of ions which arc assigned to a 
super-particle and o a c k d .  Densities are 
dturmhed from the dme spcnt in tach 
volume element, and surfjrt currents from 
heir final deposiaon When pardclcs arc 
repelled their &nsity is ssumtd to be 
Boltrmann. 

these enter the sheuh  very i 1 w  the disk and 
have sufficiently lit& mgular momentum to 
bc collwtcd One rijcclory missed the probe 
and h ~ s  begun to orbit. It has betn auncxcd 
for the figure only. These psu&n;lpped 
pYdclcs pose grcar difficulty for any steady 
state c;ilcutation, sincc they continue to 
conmbutr: space charge as they orbit 
indclinirally. In hc next Roisson solution, 
enough of rhis charge will cause the shcath to 
con- and exclude many of the psuedo- 
apped orbits in the next cumnt cycle. This 
my be controlled numericdy, and in 
POUR. the orbit count is reduced wall the 
cyclc to cycle c m n t  flucruauons an: 
rrasonable. Although this phenomenon is 
numerical, u docs however point to chc 

POLAR was used to sixnuhe the 
chamber utperimcn~ using an octagonal 
disk. 9 grid units across. and a single unit 
cube for the pmbc. This is the minimum 
resolution that could be used, but higher 
rcsolurion models indicated that it was 
;Idtqt~ate. Since POLAR dots not mce 
uajecmries ourside of the sheath, the finite 
particle bcYn and walls could not be 
modeled The Argon plasma input 
paramcurs were Ne = ~ o ' c c - ~ .  kT = lOcV 
and the ion Mach number hf = 3. Tbe mtsh 
spacing was l.lcm. corresponding to a 
Debye length of LD = 0.23cm. so that the 
disk was 42 Lo across. The front disk was 
held at a bias of V, = -1.0 Volt, a d  rhe 
prok voltage was swept from Vp = 4.5 to 
-5.5 kV in a series of nms. 

A two dimensional cut through the -5 kV 
simulation is shown in Fig. 10, i h m ; l ~ g  
disk. pro&, shcath snd Jddidonal 
quiporenrial contours. We note that then 
arc no positive potenad contoun which is 
xtasonable since POLAR does not model the 
aapptd elecmn population. Also shown in 
the plot are three out of rhc a p p m h u l y  
2000 ajettories traced by POLAR. Two of 

possibility- of oscdladons on the ion time 
scale. 

Figure 10. POL-CR Code Porer ids and 
Trajectories for -3 KV Probe Bias 
Volrclge Contour levels me: 
-3000.0 , -1000.0 

-100.0 , -20.0 = S 
-10.0 , -1.0 



VIII. Cornparisom and Discussion 

Our goals in h i s  scudy wen to Learn 
something about the collection of current in 
the wake of and orbiting body, md to 
evaluate the effectiveness of our 
computarional tools for rhis rypc of problem 

.--... .. 5 z ; ; ~ : ~ : : ; j ~ s  were in close 
., . - :-e voi!~ge thrtshoid for 

. . - . . -  T-% . . . . . .. .-:$A LZJ~ for at 
- - .  r :  ,: ;~-;act~z. OUT wLS 

. . . - -  ._ 4 . -  - - .. . xr.s~m of 
--. --.  --: r:, s;L;C;?YB;e, Or Y 

- -  7--i .? ;I.;c -0 nerr: 3 
. ,7C 7-L . : ::. "C Z%pr&le of LiX 

?-r. - t -: : :cc.2 k 'xrrr. T k  

Some of the the dissapemcnt is a d y  
rclxcd to the unexpectedly high levels 
seconduy emission discovered by the 
experiment Secondary enhccmcnt f ~ t o n  
have k e n  taken from the cxpcrimcn~ and 
applied to the the POLAR and MACH 
currents, and YC disphyed also in 6gun 12. 
In h s  cue, the MACH predictions axe now 
closer to thc experiment and POLAR is too 
high. 'lhis is what was expected at the onset 
since POLAR includes a conaibution from 
p l a s m  beyond the extent of the expcrimcncd 
ion bcxn. 

tcarson
Not Searchable



The agreement is worst on rhc overall 
morphology of the I-V curvcs. Although the 
expcrimnt and numerical simulations agree 
on the turn-on inflection, the sarbsequcnt 
current rise is missed by both codes. Also 
missed was the second inflection at higher 
voltage where the experimental currents 
y ~ ~ t ,  and the codes do not This rrnains 
unuplaincd, but we can rpcculatt on the 
c a w  of chis effect. If the secondary cu..xnt 
is carried by charged spuntrtd mctalic ions, 
then would be a significant m ~ f i c a t i o n  to 
the sheath spacecharge. At levels of 
secondary emission near the primary current. 
the effect would be to cvlcei .wrnc of the 
shielding Argon spacecharge and to enhance 
the a n e n t  presuming that it was at least 
somewhac spacecharge limited. However. at 
the higher c b ~ ~ e d  leveis rhe surface charge 
of the probe would seem a> 'some off 
causing the primary ians to still enter rht 
sheath but not find rhe probe. A similar effect 
has been noted in the operation of Hollow 
Cathodcs in 'ignited' mode where tRt bulk of 
ionization begins to occur outside of the 
device in the zieuby space (Wilba.1985; 
Cookc, 1988) 

Another parameter h t  has not been 
studied, but has k e n  implicated as 
si@cant is the disk potenrial Thc effea of 
this has b a n  looked st by Katz c t d  (Kstz. 
1987) and found to indeed be sigruficult. 

F a y ,  we have used P O U R  to d : s  
this issue to space. Scaling the c b b z r  
Eimulaaons Low Eanh Orbit conhuons 
while keeping the dincnsionlcss variables 
described in section I constant. ~ ~ ~ ~ J c c ~  u 
andcipatcd, exactly scaled currents. T h ~ s  is of 
limited utiLity since an object only 40 Debyc 
lengths (= 40 cm) across is q u i t  small, the 
scaled voltage threshold was only ~ b o i l f  
20Volrz. and the velocity was sub-orbit;li. h 
redistic suite of LEO condition runs has not 
yet k e n  completed, but the POLAR runs so 
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